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### Compulsory REVISION comments

Authors did work on the antibacterial activity of some medicinal plants like Parkia biglobosa, Hymenocardia acida and Zanthoxylum zanthoxyloides extracts on pathogenic Staphylococcus aureus isolates. They analysed antibacterial effect against only single pathogen but some questions raise in mind regarding their work. Why they selected many plants? Voucher specimen number not mentioned. From which source, pathogen is isolated? How they prepared extract? Why they used cold and hot water? Why they dried material under sun light? They didn't use antibiotics? Where is their positive and negative controls? Statistical analysis is missed. Introduction is up to date but too much short. Aim and scope is not mentioned. Materials and methods not described very well. Research paper shows only preliminary results. No secondary metabolites were detected by authors? No other confirmatory experiments like antibiofilm, cell viability assay etc were analysed. References are not according to journal format in the text. Rearrange all references according to journal instruction.

### Minor REVISION comments

### Optional/General comments

As per the guideline of editorial office we follow VANCOUVER reference style for our paper. Kindly see the following link:  [http://sciencedomain.org/archives/20](http://sciencedomain.org/archives/20)
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